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The study comprises an experimentally based investigation of interaction between temporal change in
the morphology of microlithic tools and transformations in projectile technology during the Late
Pleistocene in the Levant. Archery experiments with differently designed arrows ﬁtted with various types
of microliths representing subsequent Epipaleolithic cultures of the Levant allowed analyzing performance abilities of the arrows, identifying projectile damage types characteristic of particular hafting
modes, detecting factors inﬂuencing the frequency of projectile damage and estimating the frequency of
projectile damage expected to be found in archaeological samples. The data obtained through the
experiments applied in the analysis of the archaeological microliths from Geometric Kebaran and
Natuﬁan sites in Israel indicate different approaches to the design of projectiles ﬁtted with microliths
characteristic for these cultures. The shift in design, associated with such important economic and social
transformations as transition to sedentary settlements and a broad-spectrum economy, may reﬂect
a demand for light, ﬂexible and efﬁcient projectile weapons requiring low time and labor investment for
preparation and retooling. The use of such efﬁcient weapons in conditions of growing population density
and restricted areas available for Natuﬁan hunter–gatherers can be considered as one of the factors that
could have affected the subsequent transition to food production that took place in the early Holocene.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Variability in artifacts attributed to projectile weapons has long
been employed for dividing the prehistoric record into separate
cultural and temporal units. This widely accepted practice indicates
a connection between transformations in projectile technology and
shifts in social and subsistence adaptations of prehistoric hunter–
gatherers. Studies investigating major changes in prehistoric
projectile technology show their close association with increased
population density and decline in available resources resulting
from environmental changes (Shea, 2006; Yu, 2006). In the Levant,
the end of the Pleistocene was a period of sharp environmental
ﬂuctuations and rapid cultural, social and subsistence changes that
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led subsequently to the emergence of agricultural communities in
the early Holocene. Improvement in hunting skills and a resulting
decrease in game have been suggested as one of the triggers that
could possibly have started the process of transition from foraging
to food production in the region (Diamond, 2002). The present
study aims to test this hypothesis through an investigation of the
functioning of projectile weapons used during the closing stages of
the Pleistocene in the Levant.
The Late Pleistocene ﬂint assemblages in the Levant do not yield
any type of symmetrical points leaving microlithic tools as the only
candidates to function as projectiles. Microliths dominate during
the period and researchers use the temporal and spatial variability
of these tools to divide the Late Pleistocene Epipaleolithic into
separate cultures (Bar-Yosef, 1970, 1995; Goring-Morris, 1995;
Henry, 1989). The Early Epipaleolithic Kebaran (ca. 20–16.5 ka
cal BP) is characterized by a variety of non-geometric microliths:
arch-backed bladelets, Kebara points, microgravette points (Fig. 1a:
1,2,3). The Geometric Kebaran, the main middle Epipaleolithic
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culture (ca. 16.5–14.5 ka cal BP) is characterized by the dominance
of trapeze/rectangles – elongated double truncated bladelets with
straight backs (Fig. 1a: 4). The last Epipaleolithic culture, the
Natuﬁan (ca. 14.5–11.5 ka cal BP), is characterized by lunates –
geometric microliths with curved back (Fig. 1a: 5,6). Relatively large
lunates with bifacial (Helwan) retouch dominate during the Early
Natuﬁan whereas during the Late Natuﬁan small lunates modiﬁed
by abrupt retouch are more common. The Final Natuﬁan is deﬁned
by the almost exclusive production of very small lunates with
abrupt retouch (Valla, 1984; Bar-Yosef and Valla, 1979).
The emergence of the Natuﬁan culture was marked by the
establishment of permanent settlements and broadening of the
diet including consumption of small game (the hunters’ secondand third-choice prey), as well as greater reliance on vegetal food
sources requiring considerable preparation (Stiner et al., 2000;
Belfer-Cohen and Bar-Yosef, 2000; Munro, 2004). Researchers
explain this shift in subsistence and social organization as an
adaptive response to a steady population increase during the
preceding Geometric Kebaran when high population density and
reduction in available territories made budding-off of daughter
groups, practiced previously, no longer possible (Goring-Morris and
Belfer-Cohen, 1998). The Late and Final Natuﬁan witnessed additional changes in settlement and subsistence which involved
reduced occupation density and a return to more mobile strategies
while still exerting intense pressure on animal resources (Munro,
2004).
World-wide archaeological and ethnographical evidence show
a range of designs of projectiles with microlithic inserts (Clark,
1969, 1977; Clark et al., 1974; Gvosdover, 1952; Leroi-Gourhan,
1983; Odell, 1978; Brooks and Wakankar, 1976; Garlake, 1987). In
the Levant no complete or almost complete projectiles indicating
design or mode of microlith hafting have been found. The evidence
for the use of microliths as elements in projectile weapons in the
region is limited to the occurrence of a Helwan lunate lodged in
a vertebra of a human skeleton from the Early Natuﬁan deposits of
Kebara cave in Mount Carmel, Israel (Bocquentin and Bar-Yosef,
2004). In addition, macro- and micro-fractures diagnostic of
projectile impact have been identiﬁed in low frequencies on
microliths from Geometric Kebaran and Natuﬁan sites (AndersonGerfaud, 1983; Valla, 1987; Shimelmitz et al., 2004; Yaroshevich,
2006; Richter, 2007; Marder et al., 2007; Valla et al., 2007). On the
basis of these studies, a variety of possible designs that could have
been applied for projectiles composed of microliths during the
period have been suggested.
The design of a projectile weapon may affect its performance
characteristics. Therefore, reconstructing their design constitutes
a necessary stage in studies intended to investigate the performance of these tools. Such reconstructions have been attempted in
a few studies based on archery experiments involving microliths
hafted as projectile inserts in different modes and investigation of
projectile damage patterns on experimental and archaeological
microliths (Nuzhnyy, 1990, 1993, 1998, 1999; Crombe et al., 2001).
These studies indicated a connection between temporal change in
microlithic variability and transformations in the design of
projectile weapons during the Upper Paleolithic and Mesolithic in
Europe.
The present study combines archery experiments using replicas
of the main microlith types of the Levantine Epipaleolithic and
a comparative analysis of archaeological trapeze/rectangles and
lunates – types of microliths most characteristic for the Geometric
Kebaran and the Natuﬁan, respectively. It is important to emphasize that our analytical approach and ﬁndings do not rule out the
evidence that there were additional uses of microliths during the
Epipaleolithic (see Richter, 2007 and references therein). Our
experimental arrowheads were assembled with the aim of
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representing a wide range of arrow designs involving different
hafting modes of the microlithic inserts, i.e. as leading tips and as
side elements positioned in various angles relative to the arrow
shaft. The experiments had several goals: ﬁrst, to reveal damage
patterns indicating mode of microlith hafting; second, to compare
performance characteristics of the arrows with different designs
and composed of different types of microliths; third, to provide
a means for evaluating the frequency of projectile damage expected
to be found in assemblages recovered from archaeological sites, i.e.
a taphonomic analysis of microlithic projectile implements.
Following the initial experimental stage of the research, we recorded patterns of impact damage on Geometric Kebaran and Natuﬁan
samples with the aim of reconstructing design of projectiles ﬁtted
with microliths characteristic for each of these cultures and
detecting possible changes in projectile weapon technology
through time.
Experimental studies with Levantine microliths have not been
performed before. Moreover, the present study, for the ﬁrst time,
combines performance analysis of differently designed arrows with
the investigation of damage patterns involving different microlith
types hafted in a variety of modes. The experimentally based
investigation of interaction between temporal change in microlith
morphology and design and functioning of microlith implemented
projectiles during the Late Pleistocene will provide more insights
into the nature of cultural changes during the period preceding the
most important social and economic shift in human history – the
transition to agriculture in the Levant.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Background
Experimental studies with different ﬂint projectile elements
have provided descriptions of a variety of fracture types resulting
from projectile impact (Fischer et al., 1984; Barton and Bergman,
1982; Bergman and Newcomer, 1983; Moss and Newcomer, 1982;
Odell and Cowan, 1986; Nuzhnyy, 1989, 1990, 1993, 1998 1999;
Cattelain and Perpère, 1994; Caspar and De Bie, 1996; Crombe et al.,
2001; Shea, 1988; Lombard and Pargeter, 2008). The terminology of
damage most commonly used in describing fractures resulting
from projectile impact was developed through the experimental
study of Fischer et al. (1984) based on the morphology of fracture
initiation and termination as seen in proﬁle (Ho–Ho classiﬁcation,
Hayden, 1979). Fischer et al. (1984) determined that two types of
fractures can be recognized as diagnostic of projectile impact, i.e.
fracture types that could not have been produced as a result of
other activities or as a result of production accident or trampling.
The ﬁrst type, the step-terminating bending fracture has a smooth
initiation which lacks a negative of bulb of percussion, continues
parallel to the point’s surface and terminates abruptly in a right
angle break. The smooth initiation (bending) indicates forces
distributed over a large area as opposed to forces applied at
a particular point when cone initiating fracture occurs (fracture
with a concave proﬁle as a result of the presence of a negative of
a bulb of percussion). The second type, spin-off, is a secondary cone
initiating fracture which originates on the surface of a bending
fracture. Spin-off fractures occur when already broken pieces of the
ﬂint projectile element are pressed together as a result of kinetic
energy stored in the shaft during impact. Spin-off is considered as
diagnostic of projectile impact relative to the size of the ﬂint insert.
For microlithic inserts a spin-off of 1 mm length is considered as
diagnostic of projectile impact, as shown by experimental results
(Fischer et al., 1984).
Experimental studies also determined microscopic damage
indicating projectile impact. These are linear polishes and striations
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Fig. 1. a: The main types of microliths characteristic for the Epipaleolithic cultures in the Levant. 1: Arch-backed bladelet; 2: Kebara point; 3: Microgravette point; 4: Trapeze/
rectangle; 5: Lunate with Helwan retouch; 6: Lunate with abrupt retouch. b. Experimental arrows. 1: straight point; 2: oblique point; 3: double oblique point; 4: transversal point;
5: oblique point with barb; 6: self-pointed arrow with twisted barbs; 7: self-pointed arrow with lateral blades, 8: arrow with straight point and four oblique barbs.

(Fischer et al., 1984; Moss and Newcomer, 1982; Crombe et al.,
2001). The striations appear when microscopic pieces of ﬂint,
removed during impact, scratch the point’s surface. The direction of
the micro-fractures corresponds to the direction of arrow
movement.
Experiments have further shown that macro-fractures diagnostic of projectile impact vary in terms of location of initiation and
orientation. The most common projectile damage described in the
experiments are bending and spin-off fractures that initiate either
on a dorsal or ventral surface and continue parallel to the longitudinal axis of the point removing part of its surface or part of its
lateral edge. This type of damage was observed on various types of
straight points (Barton and Bergman, 1982; Bergman and
Newcomer, 1983; Fischer et al., 1984; Nuzhnyy, 1990, 1993, 1998,
1999; Odell and Cowan, 1986; Geneste and Plisson, 1990; Caspar
and De Bie, 1996; Crombe et al., 2001), on obliquely hafted macrolithic segments (Lombard and Pargeter, 2008), as well as on
elongated narrow rectangles ﬁtted as lateral blades (Nuzhnyy, 1990,
1993, 1998, 1999).
Fractures initiating on the retouched edge of the microlith were
deﬁned as diagnostic of hafting the microlith as a straight point
(Nuzhnyy, 1990). These fractures occur due to the asymmetry of

microliths having one retouched lateral edge opposite an unmodiﬁed edge. This asymmetry causes a curved trajectory of the point
inside the target towards the sharp edge of the microlith and leads
subsequently to the breakage of the microlith from the retouched
to the sharp edge.
Fractures initiating on a sharp edge were observed on experimental transversally hafted points (Fischer et al., 1984; Nuzhnyy,
1990, 1993, 1998; Lombard and Pargeter, 2008) on obliquely hafted
points (Nuzhnyy, 1990, 1993, 1998; Lombard and Pargeter, 2008), as
well as on side elements, i.e. lateral blades and barbs of the
projectiles (Nuzhnyy, 1990, 1999; Crombe et al., 2001).
Experiments also indicated that mode of microlith hafting
affects the frequency of projectile damage. For example, microliths
hafted as barbs were damaged in low frequencies (about 5%,
Crombe et al., 2001) while the frequencies of macro-damage on
projectile tips vary from 32% (Crombe et al., 2001) to 41% (Fischer
et al., 1984).
Fractures diagnostic of projectile impact have been observed on
microliths from a number of Levantine Epipaleolithic sites and
various hafting modes were suggested for different microlith types.
Thus, the function as tips and lateral elements of projectiles was
suggested for the trapeze/rectangles from the Geometric Kebaran
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sites Ein Miri (Shimelmitz et al., 2004), Hefziba and Neve David
(Yaroshevich, 2006). Fractures initiating on a sharp edge were
observed on lunates from Natuﬁan sites (Valla, 1987; Marder et al.,
2007; Valla et al., 2007). Based on obliquely oriented macro-fractures initiating on the sharp edges of lunates from the Final Natuﬁan site of Eynan (Ein Mallaha), it was suggested that they were
hafted as oblique, rather than transversal points (Marder et al.,
2007; Valla et al., 2007). Micro-fractures indicating projectile
impact on lunates from the Late Natuﬁan of Mureybet and Abu
Hureyra allowed interpretation of their use as transversally and
obliquely hafted points and barbs (Anderson-Gerfaud, 1983).
Recent use-wear analysis of Natuﬁan lithic assemblages indicated
transversal hafting for several lunates from Hayonim Cave and as
barbs from Salibiya I (Richter, 2007).
2.2. Experiments
2.2.1. Arrow design, modes of hafting and microlith types
For the present study 102 arrows were made incorporating
a total of 265 microlith replicas prepared by Dodi Ben Ami.
Commercially manufactured wooden shafts, 80 cm long and 9 mm
in diameter were used for preparation of all arrows. Each arrow was
ﬂetched with three split duck feathers. In terms of hafting methods,
the arrows can be divided into two groups. In the ﬁrst, comprising
69 arrows, the microliths were hafted using adhesive, prepared by
boiling a mixture of beeswax and resin with the addition of either
gypsum powder or ochre powder as a ﬁlling. In certain cases a ﬁber
binding was applied together with the adhesive. These arrows were
prepared by Dmitri Nuzhnyy, and included the following designs
which replicate ethnographic and archaeological examples as well
as reconstructions suggested based on analysis of damage patterns.
1. Single straight points (Fig. 1b: 1, e.g. Odell, 1978) ﬁtted with
arch-backed bladelets (N ¼ 5) and trapeze/rectangles (N ¼ 7);
2. Single oblique points (Fig. 1b: 2, e.g. Odell, 1978) ﬁtted with
arch-backed bladelets (N ¼ 3), Kebara points (N ¼ 2), trapeze/
rectangles (N ¼ 10), Helwan lunates (N ¼ 4) and lunates with
abrupt retouch (N ¼ 3);
3. Double oblique points (Fig. 1b: 3, e.g. Clark, 1977) ﬁtted with
Helwan lunates (N ¼ 4,) and with lunates with abrupt retouch
(N ¼ 4);
4. Single transversal points (Fig. 1b: 4, e.g. Clark, et al., 1974) ﬁtted
with trapezes/rectangles (N ¼ 10), Helwan lunates (N ¼ 5) and
lunates with abrupt retouch (N ¼ 5);
5. Arrows with oblique point and oblique barb attached to the
shaft with its retouched edge (Fig. 1b: 5, e.g. Peterson, 1951)
ﬁtted with Helwan lunates (N ¼ 2) and lunates with abrupt
retouch (N ¼ 1);
6. Self-pointed arrows with twisted barbs ﬁtted with retouched
bladelets with twisted lateral proﬁle (N ¼ 3; Fig. 1b: 6, e.g.
Nuzhnyy, 1998). The barbs in these arrows were attached with
their dorsal or ventral surface in contact with shaft;
7. Self-pointed arrow with lateral blades (N ¼ 1b: 7; Fig. 1b, e.g.
Gvosdover, 1952; Leroi-Gourhan, 1983), ﬁtted with trapeze/
rectangles.
In the second group, prepared by Dodi Ben Ami, the microliths
were hafted using fragments of reed and commercial water-based
glue. The group included 33 arrows with the following designs:
1. Self-pointed arrow with trapeze/rectangles mounted as lateral
blades;
2. Arrow with straight point and four obliquely hafted barbs, two
on each side of the shaft (Fig. 1b: 8). Arrows with numerous
barbs, possibly ﬁtted with microliths often occur in rock art
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hunting scenes (e.g. Brooks and Wakankar, 1976). In our
experimental arrows of this design microgravette points served
as the tips, whereas the barbs consisted of various types of
microliths: arch-backed bladelets (N ¼ 4), Kebara points
(N ¼ 9), trapeze/rectangles (N ¼ 7), Helwan lunates (N ¼ 6) and
lunates with abrupt retouch (N ¼ 6). The weight of arrows
composed of one or two microliths was 20–25 g, those with
multiple elements was 35–40 g.
2.2.2. Shooting
The shooting, conducted in two sessions, was performed by
Dmitry Nuzhnyy using a recurved wooden sport bow with plastic
coating of 17.5 kg power. In the ﬁrst session a freshly killed
unskinned female goat was used as a target. A goat was selected as
it closely resembles in size and anatomy gazelles, the most common
prey for Epipaleolithic hunters (Bar-Oz, 2004 and references
therein). During this session all the arrows of the ﬁrst group were
shot as was one arrow from the second group with a microgravette
point and four Kebara points inserted as barbs. The session took
place on Mount Carmel, Israel, in December 2006, with outside
temperature of 15–17  C. The initial distance was 13 m, after 3 h the
distance was reduced to 10 m, and then reduced again to 8 m 4 h
after initiation of the session. This was done in order to minimize
the inﬂuence of rigor mortis on the penetration abilities of the
arrows. Each arrow was shot repeatedly until the microlith was
either damaged or dislodged from the arrow.
For each shooting we recorded whether the arrow penetrated
the target, ricocheted or missed the target. In the case of penetrating the target, the anatomical location and depth of arrow
penetration were recorded. The location and condition of microliths were recorded after each shooting. The microlith could remain
inside the target, remain in the arrow, or be dislodged outside, in
each case either damaged or undamaged. When a microlith
remained undamaged in an arrow, the arrow was shot again. In
cases when two or more microliths composed the arrow, the arrow
was retired if one of the microliths was either damaged or
dislodged.
In the second session the target was a freshly purchased skinned
sheep thorax encased in cardboard. All the arrows comprising the
second group, except the one used in the ﬁrst session, were shot in
groups of ten from a distance of 5 m. In this session only the
number of trials for each arrow was recorded.
2.3. Analyzed features
2.3.1. Performance characteristics
We examined the inﬂuence of arrow design on penetrating
abilities, durability and frequency of ricochets based on the sample
of arrows shot in the ﬁrst session. The penetrating ability represents the mean depth of target penetration. Durability was estimated based on two indices: The ﬁrst, Index 1 is the total number of
shootings divided by the number of arrows. The second, Index 2 is
the number is the number of penetrations divided by the number of
arrows. The frequency of ricochets is the number of ricochets
divided by number of ricochets and number of penetrations
combined.
2.3.2. Projectile damage analysis
Following the shooting the microliths were cleaned and
inspected for macro-damage. First, they were sorted into three
groups: those with damage diagnostic of projectile impact, those
with no diagnostic damage and those with no macro-damage at all.
Then, the fractures diagnostic of projectile impact were classiﬁed
according to the location of fracture initiation and its direction
relative to the longitudinal axis of the microlith. The frequency of
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projectile damage and the distribution of the different fracture
types were recorded according to the mode of microlith hafting and
type of microlith. A number of experimental microliths hafted in
different modes were inspected for micro-damage using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM).
2.3.3. Taphonomy of projectile microlithic elements
Projectiles are usually used outside the settlement area. Only
a portion of microliths used in hunting activity is expected to be
brought back to the site either inside the game or still embedded in
the projectile shaft. In order to estimate the frequency of microliths
with projectile fractures in archaeological assemblages we recorded, during the ﬁrst session of the experiments, whether the
microlith was recovered from the target, from the arrow or was
dislodged, either as the result of missing the target or after
removing the arrow from the target. We tabulated the frequencies
of microliths with projectile damage according to the location of
microlith recovery. These data form the basis of a preliminary
taphonomic analysis of microlithic inserts and provide a means of
estimating the frequency of microliths with projectile impact
damage that may have been returned to the site following hunting
missions.

values. Much lower values averaging 15.0 cm, 11.0 cm and 11.5 cm
showed straight points, double oblique points and the arrow with
a microgravette point and four oblique barbs, respectively. The
lowest values showed self-pointed arrows with twisted barbs:
5.6 cm. The arrow composed of an oblique point and oblique barb
penetrated once to the considerable depth of 43 cm.
The highest durability indices among arrows with microlithic
tips occurred on double points and transversal points. The mean
numbers of shootings per arrow (Index 1) were 3.6 and 3.0 and the
mean numbers of target penetrations (Index 2) were 1.4 and 1.8 for
double oblique points and transversal points, respectively. Selfpointed arrows also showed high values of durability. Thus, the
arrow with lateral blades was shot three times, with two of them
resulting in target penetration; the arrows with twisted barbs were
shot in average of 4.3 times with a mean value of target penetration
of 2.0. Single straight points and oblique points showed considerably lower values with mean number of shootings of 2.6 and 2.2
and mean number of penetrations of 1.4 and 1.1 for straight and
oblique points, respectively.
Ricochets were most common among double oblique points
(50%) whereas among straight and oblique points ricochets
comprised 11.8% and 8% respectively. Transversal points are in
a middle position with an average ricochet frequency of 22%.

2.4. Archaeological material
The analysis was conducted on two samples of archaeological
microliths representing two succeeding Epipaleolithic cultures: the
Geometric Kebaran site of Neve David and the Natuﬁan site of elWad Terrace (Fig. 2). Both sites are located on the western slope of
Mount Carmel at the opening of wadies onto the Mediterranean
coastal plain (Kaufman, 1987; Weinstein-Evron et al., 2007).
The sample from Neve David comprises all the trapezes/rectangles recovered from two 1 m2 excavation units (N ¼ 311). These
include complete (possessing both truncations) and broken (possessing one truncation) backed microliths. In addition, 85 medial
parts of backed microliths which may represent broken trapeze/
rectangles or non-geometric microliths from the same units were
added to the sample. The mean length of complete trapeze/rectangles from Neve David is 16.7 mm (SD ¼ 2.6), mean width is
4.8 mm (SD ¼ 0.6) and mean thickness is 1.8 mm (SD ¼ 0.4)
(Yaroshevich, 2006).
The sample from el-Wad Terrace includes all 299 lunates
recovered from two 1 m2 excavation units from deposits representing the Late Natuﬁan and the upper part of the Early Natuﬁan.
The sample includes 182 Helwan lunates (22 of which have either
alternating or inverse retouch) and 117 lunates with abrupt
retouch. The average lengths, widths and thicknesses of Helwan
lunates are 21.9 mm (SD ¼ 4.6), 8.1 mm (SD ¼ 1.4) and 2.9 mm
(SD ¼ 0.7). For the lunates with abrupt retouch the average lengths,
widths and thickness are 16.9 mm (SD ¼ 4.4), 6.5 mm (SD ¼ 1.9)
and 2.4 mm (SD ¼ 0.5), respectively (Liber, 2006).
In addition to the macro-fracture analysis performed on all the
archaeological microliths, three trapeze/rectangles from Neve
David and seven lunates from el-Wad Terrace were observed
through SEM.
3. Results
3.1. Experimental data
3.1.1. Arrow performance
Table 1 presents the performance characteristics of differently
designed arrows. In terms of penetrating abilities, oblique points
(23.0 cm penetration depth), transversal points (22.6 cm) and selfpointed arrows with lateral blades (22.5 cm) yielded the highest

3.1.2. Macro-fractures diagnostic of projectile impact
Following the observations on the experimental microliths
we classiﬁed the macro-fractures diagnostic of projectile
impact according to their orientation and location of initiation
(Fig. 3).
Type a. Fractures oriented parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
microlith:
1. Fractures initiating on microlith surface. These are stepterminating bending fractures and spin-off fractures that
initiate either on the dorsal or ventral surface of the microlith
and continue parallel to its longitudinal axis removing part of
the surface or part of the lateral edge of the microlith:
2. Fractures initiating on a retouched edge which remove only the
tip of the microlith. These fractures can appear as step-terminating bending fractures that remove part of the dorsal or
ventral surface or as burin-like fractures that remove part of the
sharp edge.
3. Fractures initiating on a retouched edge that split the microlith
across its body. These are bending initiating fractures that start
at some point on the retouched edge of the microlith and
continue parallel to its longitudinal axis, removing part of the
sharp edge.
Type b. Fractures oriented obliquely or perpendicularly relative
to the longitudinal axis of the microlith. All these fractures initiate
on the sharp edge of the microlith. In an attempt to reveal the
association between fracture orientation and mode of hafting we
recorded more precisely the orientation of these fractures relative
to the longitudinal axis of the microlith:
1. Fractures along a sharp edge. These are step-terminating
bending fractures that remove part of the dorsal or ventral
surface, oriented either obliquely or perpendicularly relative to
the longitudinal axis of the microlith.
2. Fractures removing the tip of the microlith: these are stepterminating bending fractures or burin-like fractures that can
be observed on either a dorsal or ventral surface of the
microlith or in cross-section. These fractures are oriented
either in a straight, sharp or blunt angle relative to the longitudinal axis of the microlith.
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Fig. 2. Map indicating location of the Geometric Kebaran site of Neve David and Natuﬁan site of el-Wad Terrace.

3. Fractures that split microlith across its body: bending initiating fractures that start at some point on the sharp edge and
split the microlith into two (or more) parts. In a few cases
spin-off fractures were observed on the surface of these
bending fractures. Fractures across the microlith body were
oriented either obliquely or perpendicularly relative to the

longitudinal axis of the microlith. In the ﬁrst case one of the
broken parts has a sharp angle of the break while the other has
a blunt angle.
Some of the microliths exhibited multiple fractures diagnostic of
projectile impact. Multiple fractures were classiﬁed as follows:
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Table 1
Performance characteristics of arrows shot in the ﬁrst session.
Arrow design

N target penetrations N ricochets N missing target Total N shootings Mean depth Index 1 Index 2 Ricochet ratio

Straight points N ¼ 12
Oblique points N ¼ 22
Double oblique N ¼ 8
Transversal points N ¼ 20
Oblique point with oblique barb N ¼ 3
Straight point with four oblique barbs N ¼ 1
Self-pointed with twisted barbs N ¼ 3
Self-pointed with lateral blades N ¼ 1

15
23
11
35
1
1
6
2

2
2
11
10
–
–
–
–

Type am. Two parallel fractures:
1. On the same end (proximal or distal), appearing on both ventral
and dorsal surfaces.
2. On opposite ends oriented one towards the other.
Type bm. Two perpendicular/oblique fractures:
1. On the same end, proximal or distal.
2. On both proximal and distal ends.
Type cm. Parallel and perpendicular/oblique fractures on
opposite ends:
Type dm. Fracture along sharp edge (b1) and:
1. Parallel fracture.
2. Perpendicular/oblique fracture.
Table 2 shows the distribution of single fractures diagnostic of
projectile impact according to the mode of microlith hafting and
type of microlith. Fig. 4 shows the frequencies of single fracture
types according to the mode of microlith hafting.
Single fractures oriented parallel to the longitudinal axis and
initiating on a dorsal or ventral surface (type a1) occurred mostly
on straight points (Fig. 5a: 1a). However, the same type occurred
also on oblique points (Fig. 5b: 1) and on twisted barbs (Fig. 5a: 2c).
Parallel fractures initiating on a retouched edge and removing only
the tip of the microlith (type a2) occurred on straight points,
oblique points, as well as on barbs. In the cases of the barbs, these
were the distal tips (those distant from the shaft) which exhibited

14
24
7
15
4
–
7
1

31
49
29
60
5
1
13
3

15.0
23
11.0
22.6
43
11.5
5.6
22.5

2.6
2.2
3.6
3.0
1.7
1.0
4.3
3

1.4
1.1
1.4
1.75
0.3
1.0
2.0
2.0

11.8
8.0
50.0
22.2
–
–
–
–

parallel fractures indicating that the fractures were created as the
result of removing the arrow from the target (Fig. 5b: 9d). Parallel
fractures initiating on retouched edges across the microlith body
(type a3) were observed on straight points (Fig. 5a: 3a), as well as
on two of 144 barbs (Fig. 5a: 4c,d). Again, the location of the fractures on barbs indicates that they were created while removing the
arrow from the target.
Various types of single oblique/perpendicular fractures initiating on a sharp edge (types b1, b2, b3) occurred on transversal
points (Fig. 5b: 6), double oblique points, barbs (Fig. 5b: 10b,c),
oblique points (Fig. 5b: 3), and lateral blades. One of the lateral
blades (Fig. 10a: g) received a distinctively deep, obliquely oriented
fracture which removed a considerable part of its sharp edge (type
b1). In one case an oblique fracture removing tip (type b2) occurred
on straight point ﬁtted with trapeze/rectangle.
In terms of the angle of the oblique/perpendicular fractures, it
appears that fractures oriented obliquely to the longitudinal axis of
the microlith are most common and occur on obliquely hafted points
and barbs, as well as on transversal points (Fig. 5b: 3, 5, 6, 8; 10;
Fig. 9a). Fractures oriented perpendicularly to the longitudinal axis
of the microlith also occurred on microliths hafted obliquely as well
as transversally. Moreover, the same microlith can exhibit obliquely
and perpendicularly oriented fracture (Fig. 5b: 8; Fig. 9a). Fractures
removing a tip at a blunt angle appeared on double oblique points
(Fig. 5b: 4), on barbs and on lateral blades (Fig. 10a: c).
3.1.3. Macro-fractures diagnostic of projectile impact and
microlith morphology
The inﬂuence of microlith morphology on the occurrence and
distribution of diagnostic fracture types was approached in two

Fig. 3. Types of fractures diagnostic of projectile impact. Single fractures: a1: initiating on dorsal or ventral surface; a2: initiating on retouched edge and removing the tip; a3:
initiating on retouched edge across microlith body; b1: along sharp edge obliquely and perpendicularly relative to the longitudinal axis of the microlith; b2: removes tip in sharp
angle, perpendicularly and in blunt angle; b3: across microlith body obliquely and perpendicularly; Multiple fractures: a1m: parallel fractures on the same end of the microlith;
a2m: parallel fractures on the opposite ends of the microlith; b1m: oblique/perpendicular fractures on the same end of the microlith; b2m: oblique/perpendicular fractures on the
opposite ends of the microlith; cm: oblique and perpendicular fractures on the opposite ends of the microlith; d1m: fracture along sharp edge and parallel fracture; d2m: fracture
along sharp edge and oblique/perpendicular fracture.
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Table 2
Distribution of single fractures diagnostic of projectile impact on the experimental microliths according to hafting mode and type of microlith. Microliths from both sessions
are included.
Mode of hafting

Type of microlith

Parallel
a1

Straight points

Oblique points

Arch-back. bladelet
Trapeze
Microgravette point

1

Arch-back. bladelet
Trapeze
Lunate abr. retouch

1

Double oblique points

Helwan lunate
Lunate abr. retouch

Transversal points

Trapeze
Helwan lunate
Lunate abr. retouch

Barbs

Arch-back. bladelet
Kebara point
Trapeze
Helwan lunate
Lunate abr. retouch
Retouched bladelets

Lateral blades

Trapeze

a2

Oblique/perpendicular
a3

b1

b2

Obliquely

Sharp angle

b3
Straight angle

Blunt angle

Obliquely

Perpendicularly

1
2

4

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

2
1

1

1

1

1
2
8

4
2

1
2

3

2
1

ways. First, we examined whether different fracture types occurred
on the same type of microlith when hafted in different modes.
Second, we examined whether similar fracture types occurred on
different types of microliths when hafted in the same manner.
In order to examine the effect of hafting mode on projectile
damage we used the sample of trapeze/rectangles as they were
hafted in all modes, except as double oblique points (Table 2). The
distribution of fracture types on trapezes corresponds to the
general pattern. When hafted as straight points they received
mostly parallel fractures (Fig. 5b: 2) whereas oblique/perpendicular
fractures occurred on those hafted as transversal points (Fig. 9a), as
barbs (Fig. 5b: 9b), and as lateral blades (Fig. 10a: e,g). Trapezes
hafted as oblique points were subject to both parallel fractures and
oblique/perpendicular fractures (Fig. 5b: 3).
Barbs comprise the most appropriate sample for examining the
inﬂuence of microlith morphology on projectile damage as all
microlith types, with the exception of microgravette points, were

Fig. 4. Frequencies of single fracture types according to the mode of microlith hafting.

hafted as barbs (Table 2). The majority of barbs with diagnostic
fractures (26 of 34) exhibited oblique/perpendicular fractures
initiating on a sharp edge regardless of the type of microlith
(Fig. 5b: 9b). The rest of the barbs show parallel fractures. Among
these, burin-like fractures removing the distal tip (type a2)
appeared on lunates, trapeze/rectangles (Fig. 5b: 9d) and on one
Kebara point. Fractures initiating on a retouched edge across the
microlith body (type a3) occurred only on Kebara points, most
probably as the result of the considerable length of the exposed
portion of the barb (Fig. 5a: 4d,c). Parallel fractures initiating on
a dorsal/ventral surface (type a1) occurred only on twisted barbs
attached with their dorsal or ventral surface in contact with the
shaft (Fig. 5a: 2c).
When comparing between trapeze/rectangles and lunates hafted as transversal points, differences in terms of severity of damage
were noted, although both types of microliths exhibited similar
diagnostic fractures. Two trapeze/rectangles were split into three
and four pieces with diagnostic and non-diagnostic fractures
(Fig. 9a), while three others were split into two pieces. Transversally
hafted lunates were either split into two pieces (Fig. 5b: 6) or
received minimal damage, such as burin-like fractures on their tips
and fractures along a sharp edge (Fig. 5b: 5, 7, 8). In other words,
cases of more severe damage for transversal points occurred among
trapeze/rectangles, whereas minimal damage occurred on lunates.
3.1.4. Multiple macro-fractures
Table 3 shows the distribution of multiple fracture types
according to the mode of microlith hafting and microlith type. The
frequencies of multiple fractures according to the mode of hafting
are summarized in Fig. 6.
Multiple parallel fractures, either bifacial on the same end (type
a1m) or on both ends directed one towards the other (type a2m)
occurred only on straight points (Fig. 7a; Fig. 5b: 2). Multiple
fractures on the same tip (type b1m) occurred on a transversal
point and a double oblique point on the tip opposite to the tip that
hit the target (Fig. 5b: 4). However, the angle of the fractures
relative to the longitudinal axis of the microlith differs in the two
cases. On the transversal point the fractures are oriented perpendicularly or in sharp angle whereas on the double oblique point the
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Fig. 5. a: Projectile damage types on experimental microliths. 1a: parallel fracture on straight point; 1e: multiple fractures initiating on sharp edge on opposite ends on arch-backed
bladelet hafted as a barb; 2c: parallel fracture on retouched bladelet hafted as barb; 3a: parallel fracture initiating on retouched edge across microlith body on straight point; 4c,d:
parallel fractures initiating on retouched edge across microlith body on Kebara points hafted as barbs; b: Projectile damage types on experimental microliths. 1: parallel fracture
initiating on surface on oblique point; 2: parallel fractures on opposite ends (proximal and distal) on straight point; 3: oblique fracture removing tip on oblique point; 4: fracture
along sharp edge and oblique fractures removing tip on double oblique point; 5: oblique fractures along sharp edge and fracture removing tip on transversal point; 6: oblique
fracture across microlith body on transversal point; 7, 8: oblique/perpendicular fractures on opposite ends on transversal point; 9b: oblique fracture across microlith body on barb,
9d: parallel fracture initiating on retouched edge and removing tip on barb; 10b,c: oblique fractures initiating on sharp edge across microlith body on barbs.

fractures are oriented in a blunt angle. Fractures initiating on sharp
edge on both ends of the microlith on transversal points (Fig. 5b: 7,
8) and on one barb from a total 144 barbs shot in the experiments
(Fig. 5a: 1e). This barb was ﬁtted with arch-backed bladelet and we
believe that the double breakage occurred due to the considerable
length of the protruding part of the microlith.

The combination of parallel and oblique fractures on opposite
ends of the microlith (type cm) occurred on one lunate hafted as
a double oblique point for which the tip that hit the target was
removed with a parallel fracture (type a2) whereas the opposite tip
was removed with an oblique fracture oriented in a blunt angle
(type b2, Fig. 8a).
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Table 3
Distribution of multiple fracture types among experimental microliths according to hafting mode and type of microlith. Microliths from both sessions are counted.
Mode of hafting

Type of microlith

a1m

a2m

b1m
Sharp

Straight points

Oblique points

Arch-backed bladelet
Trapeze
Microgravette point

Helwan lunate
Lunate abr. retouch

Transversal points

Trapeze
Helwan lunate
Lunate abr. retouch

Lateral blades

cm

d1m

d2m

1
1
2

1

Arch-back. bladelet
Trapeze
Lunate abr. retouch

Double oblique points

Barbs

b2m
Blunt

Arch-backed bladelet
Kebara point
Trapeze
Helwan lunate
Lunate abrupt retouch
Retouched bladelets
Trapeze

Fractures along a sharp edge in conjunction with parallel fractures (type d1m) occurred on straight and oblique points. Fractures
along a sharp edge in conjunction with other types of oblique/
perpendicular fractures (type d2m) occurred on a transversal point
(Fig. 5b: 5) and on a lateral blade (Fig. 10a: c).
3.1.5. Micro-fractures on the experimental microliths
For the observations through SEM we chose eleven microliths
with diagnostic macro-fractures. Linear micro-fractures were
observed only on ﬁve of them, two microgravettes hafted as
straight points (Fig. 7b), one transversally hafted trapeze/rectangle
(Fig. 9b), one Helwan lunate hafted as a double oblique point
(Fig. 8b) and one trapeze/rectangle set as a lateral blade (Fig. 10b,c).
Straight points, as well as lateral blades exhibited fractures oriented
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the microlith, i.e. consistent with
the hafting mode of the microlith and his direction during the
impact. However, transversal points exhibited obliquely oriented
striations whereas the lunate hafted as a double oblique point
exhibited striations oriented roughly parallel to its longitudinal

Fig. 6. Frequencies of multiple fractures diagnostic of projectile impact according to
the mode of microlith hafting.

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

axis. In these cases the orientation of the micro-fractures is not
consistent with the mode of microlith hafting which probably
indicates the movement of the microlith from its original position
during impact.
3.1.6. Frequencies of projectile macro-damage according to
microlith type and mode of hafting
Tables 4 and 5 show the frequencies of diagnostic fractures
according to mode of hafting and type of microlith for each
shooting session separately.
Considerable differences appear in the frequencies of projectile
damage between microliths hafted in different modes, between
microliths hafted in the same mode but in differently designed
arrows and between different types of microliths hafted in the
same mode. The highest frequency of projectile damage occurred
among single straight points (53.8%) and transversal points (40%).
Among lateral blades only two of the total 16 microliths shot in
both sessions (Tables 4 and 5) exhibited diagnostic projectile
damage which comprises 12.5%.
The frequency of projectile damage among straight points shot in
the ﬁrst session (53.8%) is more than twice the frequency for straight
points shot in the second session (25.8%). This difference can be
explained by different arrow designs as the straight points shot in
the ﬁrst session consisted of a single microlith and the arrows were
shot until the point was damaged or dislodged. In the second group
the straight points were inset into arrows which also held four barbs.
In many of these cases the arrow was retired as a result of damaged
or dislodged barbs even though the point remained undamaged. The
high frequency of undamaged straight points shot in the second
session (41.9%) as opposed to 7.7% of undamaged straight points shot
in the ﬁrst session supports this explanation.
Among barbs Helwan lunates showed the lowest frequency of
damage, diagnostic as well as not diagnostic when 87% of them
remained undamaged (Table 5). Lunates with abrupt retouch and
trapezes/rectangles hafted in the same mode showed considerably
higher values of diagnostic and not diagnostic damage when
undamaged remained 46% and 39%, respectively. Barbs ﬁtted with
non-geometric microliths, arch-backed bladelets and Kebara
points, received the highest frequencies of damage when undamaged remained only 25% and 33% of the barbs ﬁtted with these
types, respectively. These differences can be related to the length of
the protruding part of the barbs and their morphology.
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Fig. 7. a: Arrow with straight point (microgravette) and four barbs before the shooting and microgravette point after the shooting. The arrows indicate macro-fractures diagnostic of
projectile impact. The frame shows location of micro-striations (see Fig. 7b). b: micro-striations directed parallel to the longitudinal axis observed on the microgravette point.

3.1.7. Taphonomy of projectile microlithic elements
Table 6 shows the distribution of experimental microliths shot
in the ﬁrst session according to location of their recovery. A
considerable number of microliths (24.5%) were lost during the
experiments. Another 16.7% were dislodged from the shaft as
a result of missing the target or after the arrow was removed from
the target. Both these categories would be lost in a hunting situation. The remaining 58.8% of the microliths were recovered from
the target or from the arrows. Microliths comprising these two
categories could have been returned to the settlement site.
Projectile damage among these two categories was observed on
7.9% and 18.6% of the microliths recovered from the target and the
arrows, respectively (the counts include microliths broken on
impact that were recovered partly from the target and partly from
the arrow; partly from the target and partly dislodged; and partly
from the arrow and partly dislodged).
The extraordinary discovery at the Natuﬁan site Wadi Hammeh 27
of a hunter–gatherer’s toolkit (Edwards, 2007) is signiﬁcant here. The
kit included numerous complete lunates (interpreted as projectile
tips), a bladelet core (of the same raw material as the lunates),
a hammerstone, several small pebbles (interpreted as slingshot
projectiles), some gazelle phalanges and a sickle. The occurrence of
complete lunates and the core raises the possibility that projectile
points damaged during the hunt could be readily replaced by spares
carried by the hunter and further suggests that not all microliths that
remained damaged in the arrow would be brought back to the site.
Thus, the frequency of projectile damage expected to be found in the
samples recovered from the settlement sites can be presented as
a range with minimum value equal to the frequency of diagnostic
projectile fractures among microliths recovered from the carcass
(7.9%) and the maximum value equal to the frequencies of projectile
damage among microliths recovered from the carcass and from the
arrows combined (7.9 þ 18.6 ¼ 26.5%). These values are expected to
vary according to the mode of hafting applied since hafting modes
affect the frequency of projectile damage. Interestingly, four microliths were recovered from the target without any macro-damage at
all. Two of them were hafted as transversal points, one as an oblique
point and one as a double oblique point.

3.2. Archaeological data
3.2.1. Macro-fractures diagnostic of projectile impact
Table 7 shows the frequency of projectile impact damage in the
two studied samples. Damage diagnostic of projectile impact
occurred on 5.3% of the microliths from the Geometric Kebaran site
of Neve David and on 8.4% of the lunates from el-Wad Terrace.
Table 8 presents the occurrences of single and multiple fractures
for each of the archaeological samples. Trapeze/rectangles and
medial parts of backed microliths from Neve David exhibit a variety
of fracture types, the most common being single parallel fractures
initiating on a retouched edge removing only a tip (type a2, Fig. 11:
3, 4) and fractures along a sharp edge (type b1), among them deep,
prominent fractures with a clear oblique orientation, similar to
fractures observed on experimental lateral blades (Fig. 11: 5, 6).
Multiple parallel fractures were observed only on one trapeze/
rectangle. Single fractures initiating on a sharp edge across the
microlith body (type b3) were observed on two medial parts of
backed microliths (Fig. 11: 8). This type of fracture occurred in our
experiments on microliths hafted in a variety of modes, mostly on
barbs. One medial fragment exhibited parallel and oblique/
perpendicular fractures at opposite ends (type cm, Fig. 11: 7).
In the sample from el-Wad Terrace 23 of 25 lunates possessing
damage diagnostic of projectile impact exhibit oblique/perpendicular fractures initiating on a sharp edge (type b) oriented either
perpendicularly or in sharp angle relative to the longitudinal axis of
the microlith (Fig. 11: 9–14). Such fractures occurred on experimental oblique points, transversal points and barbs. Four lunates
with Helwan retouch and one lunate with abrupt retouch show
multiple oblique/perpendicular fractures characteristic of transversal hafting (type b2m, Fig. 11: 10–12). The two exceptions with
parallel fractures showed single fracture initiating on a surface
(type a1), which is most characteristic for straight point, but occur
on oblique points as well.
3.2.2. Micro-fractures diagnostic of projectile impact
Linear striations were observed on one of the three trapeze/
rectangles and on one of the seven lunates observed through SEM.
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Fig. 8. a: Double oblique point implemented with Helwan lunates before and after the shooting and lunate with fractures diagnostic of projectile impact. The arrows indicate
macro-fractures diagnostic of projectile impact. The frame shows location of micro-striations (see Fig. 8b). b: micro-striations directed roughly parallel to the longitudinal axis
observed on the lunate.

In the case of the trapeze/rectangle (Fig. 12a) the striations were
oriented parallel to the longitudinal axis of the microlith (Fig. 12a,b)
whereas on the lunate the striations were oriented perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis of the microlith (Fig. 13b).
4. Discussion
4.1. Experimental data
4.1.1. Performance characteristics
The analysis of efﬁciency of differently designed arrows showed
a correlation between arrow design and performance characteristics.
The self-pointed arrows with lateral blades appeared to be efﬁcient in
all the tested characteristics whereas the arrows with tips composed
of one or two microliths demonstrated contrasting attributes.
Transversal points are the most efﬁcient in terms of penetrating depth
and durability, but have a relatively high frequency of ricochets;
oblique points show good penetration values and low frequency of
ricochets, but appear to be less durable. Double oblique points are

durable, but have a high frequency of ricochets and relatively low
penetrating abilities. This may be explained by the blunt angle formed
by the lunates in our experimental arrows. At the same time, while
their penetrating ability is relatively less than other designs it is still
sufﬁcient to cause a fatal wound, particularly if poison was applied
(Clark, 1977).
The variability in performance characteristics between differently designed arrows can be explained in terms of the morphological characteristics of the arrowheads’ cutting edges. In order to
produce a deep wound the arrowhead must penetrate the hide as
well as cut an opening which would be wide enough to allow the
shaft to enter with negligible friction (Friis-Hunsen, 1990). Thus,
the plan view angle of the frontal tip and the width of the projectile
head are the most important parameters inﬂuencing wound depth.
A sharper frontal angle and greater arrowhead width increase
arrow efﬁciency in terms of penetration depth. Hafting a microlith
as a straight point ﬁxes the width of the projectile head equal to the
width of the microlith. As a result the opening produced by the
arrowhead is relatively small which increases friction and does not
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Fig. 9. a: Transversal point implemented with trapeze/rectangle before the shooting trapeze/rectangle with fractures diagnostic of projectile impact. The arrows indicate macrofractures diagnostic of projectile impact. The rectangular frame shows location of micro-striations (see Fig. 9b). b: micro-striations directed obliquely to the longitudinal axis
observed on the trapeze/rectangle.

allow deep penetration, notwithstanding the relatively sharp angle
of the leading tip. Oblique hafting increases the width of a projectile
head while still keeping the angle of the frontal tip sharp,
a combination which explains the high values of penetration depth
for arrows with obliquely inserted microliths. Transversal hafting of
a microlith at the tip produces a projectile head width equal to the
microlith’s length, which is the maximal width possible with use of
a single microlith. This accounts for the greater values for penetration depth even though the design does not involve a pointed
tip. Self-pointed arrows with numerous lateral blades combine all
the characteristics of efﬁcient cutting projectiles as attachment of

lateral blades along both sides of the shaft increases the width of
the projectile head and the long sharp edges formed by the lateral
blades reduce friction thus enhancing penetrating abilities (FriisHunsen, 1990). The relatively greater weight of such projectiles
comprises an additional characteristic that increases the depth of
the wound (see Cundy, 1989 and Dietrich, 1996 for analysis of the
inﬂuence of projectile weight on penetrating abilities). The efﬁciency of arrows with numerous lateral blades has been demonstrated experimentally by a large sample of arrows ﬁtted with
elements hafted into slots parallel to the shaft or in a slightly
oblique angle, as well as attached directly to the shaft with adhesive
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Fig. 10. a: Arrow with lateral blades implemented with trapeze/rectangles before and after the shooting and two lateral blades with fractures diagnostic of projectile impact. The
arrows indicate macro-fractures diagnostic of projectile impact. The frame shows location of micro-striations (see Fig. 10b,c). b: micro-striations initiating on sharp edge and
directed parallel to the longitudinal axis observed on lateral blade g. c: continuation of the micro-fractures observed on the lateral blade.

alone (Nuzhnyy, 1999). The low values of penetrating abilities
shown by double oblique points, a design providing considerable
width of the projectile head, can be explained by the wide angle of
their frontal tip (Friis-Hunsen, 1990; Odell and Cowan, 1986). The
high frequency of ricochets among double oblique points compared
with the low frequency of ricochets among straight and oblique
points supports this hypothesis.
The differences in the durability indices can be explained by
differences in the location of the microlith on the shaft and by the
extent of protrusion of the microlith from the adhesive. Hafting as
straight points leaves a considerable part of the microlith exposed
upon impact whereas hafting as double oblique and transversal
points allows embedding most of the microlith’s surface into the
adhesive leaving only the sharp edge exposed. The durability of self-

pointed arrows with lateral blades can be explained by the location of
the microlithic elements along the shaft which is less vulnerable at
impact. However, self-pointed projectiles with multiple lateral blades
have an obvious disadvantage, speciﬁcally the relatively greater
investment of time and labor required for their preparation which
involves shaping the pointed shaft, preparing and attaching several
microliths that must be ﬁtted in terms of size, as well as cutting
grooves when needed. The retooling of such projectiles would
involve resharpening the point, as well as replacement of missing
blades. In addition, these arrows are heavier and more cumbersome
to use. In contrast, arrows with one or two microliths set as tips are
easier to prepare as the microlithic points can be hafted with minimal
or no preparation of the distal part of the shaft, they are light and
convenient to use and retooling is relatively simple.

Fig. 11. Fractures diagnostic of projectile impact on archaeological microliths. 1–8: trapezes/rectangles and medial parts of backed microliths from Neve David; 9–14: lunates from
el-wad Terrace. 1, 2: parallel fracture initiating on dorsal surface; 3, 4: parallel fracture initiating on retouched edge and removing tip; 5, 6: oblique fractures along sharp edge; 7:
parallel and oblique fractures on the opposite ends of the microlith; 8, 9: oblique fracture across microlith body; 10: fracture along sharp edge and oblique fracture across microlith
body; 11: oblique fractures on opposite ends; 12: oblique fractures on the same end; 13, 14: oblique fracture removing tip.
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Table 4
First session: frequencies of diagnostic and non-diagnostic fractures, undamaged and lost microliths according to mode of hafting and microlith type.
Mode of hafting

Type of microlith

Nondiagnostic
damage
N

Straight points N ¼ 13

Arch-back. bladelet
Trapeze/rectangle
Microgravette point
Total

2
2
1
5

Oblique points N ¼ 25

Arch-back. bladelet
Kebara point
Trapeze/rectangle
Helwan lunate
Lunate abr. retouch
Total

–
1
2
1
–
4

Double oblique points N ¼ 16

Helwan lunate
Lunate abr. retouch
Total

Transversal points N ¼ 20

Barbs N ¼ 20

Lateral blades N ¼ 8

Diagnostic
projectile
damage

No macrodamage

%

N

%

N

40
28.6
100
38.5

3
4
–
7

60.0
57.1
53.8

1

–
50.0
20.0
16.7
–
16.0

1
–
3
–
2
6

33.3
–
30.0
–
50.0
24.0

1
–
2
2
1
6

–
1
1

–
12.5
6.3

2
2
4

25.0
25.0
25.0

Trapeze/rectangle
Helwan lunate
Lunate abr. retouch
Total

3
–
–
3

30.0
–
–
15.0

2
2
4
8

Kebara point
Helwan lunate
Lunate abr. retouch
Retouched bladelets
Total

2
1
–
2
5

50.0
33.3
–
16.7
25.0

Trapeze/rectangle
Total

2
2
20

Total ﬁrst session

N

%

7.7

–
–
–
–

5
7
1
13

100
100
100
100

33.3
–
20.0
33.3
25.0
24.0

1
1
3
3
1
9

33.3
50.0
30.0
50.0
25.0
36.0

3
2
10
6
4
25

100
100
100
100
100
100

4
3
7

50.0
37.5
43.8

2
2
4

25.0
25.0
25.0

8
8
16

100
100
100

20.0
40.0
80.0
40.0

2
1
–
3

20.0
20.0
15.0

3
2
1
6

30.0
40.0
20.0
30.0

10
5
5
20

100
100
100
100

1
1
–
2
4

25.0
33.3
–
16.7
20.0

–
1
1
3
5

33.3
100.
25.0
25.0

1
–
–
5
6

25.0
–
–
41.7
30.0

4
3
1
12
20

100
100
100
100
100

25.0
25.0

–
–

–
–

6
6

75.0
75.0

–
–

–
–

8
8

100
100

19.6

29

28.4

28

27.5

25

24.5

102

100

4.1.2. Projectile damage patterns in the context of microlith
hafting mode
C

C

Total

–
–
–
–

The experiments have demonstrated that most types of single
fractures diagnostic of projectile impact can occur on differently hafted microliths and cannot provide a reliable base for
reconstructing mode of hafting.
The most reliable data for reconstructing hafting modes are
multiple fractures of the same type that appear either on the
same end (proximal or distal) or on opposite ends of the
microlith. Straight points are particularly associated with
multiple fractures at opposite ends, oriented one towards
the other as well as with multiple fractures on the same end

C

C

1

%

Lost

14.

N

%

that appear on the dorsal and ventral surfaces. A similar type
of fracture, ‘‘bifacial spin-off fractures’’, on straight points
was described in the experimental study of Fischer et al.
(1984).
Transversal points are especially characterized by multiple
fractures initiating on the sharp edge of the microlith either
on the same end or on opposite ends and oriented in a sharp
or straight angle relative to the longitudinal axis.
Oblique hafting can be identiﬁed by multiple fractures that
initiate on the sharp edge of the microlith and remove its
tip in a blunt angle or by the combination of parallel and
oblique/perpendicular fractures on opposite ends of the
microlith.

Table 5
Second session: frequencies of diagnostic and non-diagnostic fractures, undamaged and lost microliths according to mode of hafting and microlith type.
Mode of microlith hafting

Type of microlith

Nondiagnostic
damage

Diagnostic
projectile
damage

No macrodamage

Straight points N ¼ 31

Microgravette point
Total

7
7

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

22.6
22.6

8
8

25.8
25.8

13
13

41.9
41.9

3
3

9.7
9.7

31
31

100
100

Barbs N ¼ 124

Arch-back. bladelet
Kebara point
Trapeze/rectangle
Helwan lunate
Lunate abr. retouch
Total barbs

11
9
6
3
7
36

45.8
37.5
21.4
12.5
29.2
29.0

7
7
11
–
5
30

29.2
29.2
39.3
–
20.8
24.2

6
8
11
21
11
57

25.0
33.3
39.3
87.5
45.8
46.0

–
–
–
–
1
1

–
–
–
–
4.2
0.8

24
24
28
24
24
124

100
100
100
100
100
100

Lateral blades N ¼ 8

Trapeze
Total lateral blades

2
2

25.0
25.0

2
2

25.0
25.0

4
4

50.0
50.0

–
–

–
–

8
8

100
100

65

24.5

69

26

102

38.5

29

10.9

265

100

N

Total second session

Lost

Total

N

%
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Table 6
Frequencies of diagnostic fractures among microliths shot in the ﬁrst session according to the location of microlith recovery.
Location of microlith recovery

Non-diagnostic
damage
N

C

C

C

%

No macrodamage

C

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

5.9
7.8
4.9
–
1.0
–
–

15
5
3
1
3
2
–

14.7
4.9
2.9
1.0
2.9
2.0
–

15
4
9
–
–
–
–

14.7
3.9
8.8
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
25

–
–
–
–
–
–
24.5

36
17
17
1
4
2
25

35.3
16.7
16.7
1.0
3.9
2.0
24.5

20

19.6

29

28.4

28

27.5

25

24.5

102

100.0

A single parallel fracture initiating on a retouched edge and
crossing the microlith body is also characteristic mostly of
straight points (see also Nuzhnyy, 1990, 1993, 1998), although
this type of damage may occasionally occur on long nongeometric microliths hafted as barbs as a result of removing
the arrow from the target.
Lateral blades can be identiﬁed by deep, pronounced fractures with oblique orientation that remove a considerable
part of the sharp edge of the microlith.
The direction of micro-fractures is not always perfectly
consistent with the hafting mode of the microlith. In our
experiments striations oriented parallel to the longitudinal
axis of the microlith occurred, as expected, on straight points
and on lateral blades. However, obliquely oriented fractures
on transversally hafted microliths and striations directed
roughly parallel to the longitudinal axis on obliquely hafted
microliths indicate movement of the microlith during impact.

4.1.3. Frequency of projectile fractures
The frequency of projectile damage is inﬂuenced by a number of
factors.
C

Lost

6
8
5
–
1
–
–

From arrow
From target
Dislodged outside
From arrow and target
From arrow and dislodged
From target and dislodged
Lost
Total

Diagnostic
projectile
damage

The mode of hafting and the design of the arrow: single straight
and transversal points resulted in the highest frequency of
projectile damage whereas the lowest frequency was observed
among lateral blades. Single straight points show higher values
than arrows composed of straight points with additional barbs.
This difference is connected to the frequent retirement of these
arrows due to damage of the barbs.
The microlith morphology: lunates, especially those with Helwan retouch, were damaged less frequently when hafted as
barbs compared with other types of microliths. Moreover,
lunates were damaged to a lesser degree (or less severely) when

N

%

hafted as transversal points when compared with trapeze/
rectangles hafted in the same mode. This is notwithstanding
similarity in terms of types of fractures observed on different
types of microliths in accordance with the mode of hafting.

4.1.4. Taphonomy of projectile microlithic elements
Our taphonomic analysis of microlithic implements has shown
that more then 40% of shot microliths are expected to be lost in
hunting activity. The rest can be returned to the habitation site
either inside the game or in the arrows. Based on the frequency of
damage diagnostic of projectile impact among the microliths
recovered from the target and from the arrows, and taking into
consideration that in a real hunting situation damaged microliths
embedded in the arrows could have been replaced, we suggest that
projectile damage expected to be found in archaeological assemblages range between 7.9 and 26.5%. The lower value represents the
frequency of diagnostic damage among microliths recovered from
the goat carcass while the larger value is the frequency of microliths
with projectile damage recovered from the carcass and from the
arrows combined. It should be remembered, however, that this
range was calculated based on all the microliths used, without
taking into account the mode of microlith hafting which was shown
to affect the frequency of projectile damage. Four experimental
microliths recovered from the target without any damage at all
indicate that part of archaeological undamaged microliths did
participate in hunting activity.
In sum, our experiments have shown that arrow design affects
its efﬁciency, as well as damage patterns in accordance with
microlith morphology. Thus, the attempts to reconstruct the design
of archaeological projectiles ﬁtted with microliths must take into
consideration a variety of data, particularly types and frequencies of
projectile damage, morphology of microliths and performance
characteristics of the arrows.

Table 7
Frequencies of diagnostic and non-diagnostic fractures and undamaged microliths in the samples from Geometric Kebaran Neve David and Natuﬁan el-Wad Terrace.
Site

Microlith type

Non-diagnostic
damage

Diagnostic
projectile
damage

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Neve David

Trapeze/rectangle
Medial parts
Total

254
80
334

81.7
94.1
84.3

16
5
21

5.1
5.9
5.3

41
–
41

13.2
–
10.4

311
85
396

100.0
100.0
100.0

el-Wad Terrace

Helwan lunate
Lunate abr. etouch
Lunate varia
Total

135
93
18
246

84.4
79.5
81.8
82.3

15
10
–
25

9.4
8.5
–
8.4

10
14
4
28

6.3
12.0
18.2
9.4

160
117
22
299

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

No macro-damage

Total
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Table 8
Distribution of single and multiple fracture types in the samples from Geometric Kebaran Neve David and Natuﬁan el-Wad Terrace.
Site

Type of microlith

Single fractures

Multiple fractures

a1

a2

b1

b2

b3

a1m

b1m

b2m

cm

d2m

Neve David

Trapeze/rectangle N ¼ 16
Medial parts N ¼ 6
Total Neve David N ¼ 22

2
2
4

7
–
7

5
1
6

1
–
1

–
2
2

1
–
1

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
1
1

–
–
–

el-Wad Terrace

Helwan lunate N ¼ 14
Abrupt lunate N ¼ 11
Total el-Wad Terrace
N ¼ 25

1
1
2

–
–
–

1
1
2

3
3
6

3
4
7

–
–
–

2
–
2

2
1
3

–
–
–

2
1
3

4.2. Interpretation of archaeological material
The samples analyzed in the study revealed differences in terms
of the frequency of projectile damage in general, as well as in terms
of the distribution of projectile fracture types. In the sample of
trapezes/rectangles parallel fractures and fractures along a sharp
edge dominate. The presence of prominent and deep fractures
along a sharp edge and insigniﬁcant occurrence of fractures indicating hafting as straight points in conjunction with the low
frequency of projectile damage suggest that the trapeze/rectangles
were hafted predominantly as side elements, most probably as

Fig. 12. a: Trapeze–rectangle from Neve David shows macro-fracture initiated on the
truncation and directed parallel to the longitudinal axis of the microlith. The arrows
indicate macro-fractures diagnostic of projectile impact. The frame shows location of
micro-striations (see Fig. 12b). b: micro-fractures directed parallel to the longitudinal
axis on the trapeze/rectangle.

lateral blades attached parallel or in a slight angle to the shaft
(Fig. 14: 1–3). Hafting parallel to the shaft is supported by longitudinally oriented micro-fractures observed on the trapeze/rectangle from Neve David.
The sample of Natuﬁan lunates is characterized by an absolute
dominance of oblique/perpendicular fractures including multiple

Fig. 13. a: Helwan lunate from el-Wad Terrace shows fractures along sharp edge and
across microlith body. The arrows indicate macro-fractures diagnostic of projectile
impact. The frame shows location of micro-striations (see Fig. 13b). b: micro-fractures
directed perpendicular to the longitudinal axis on the lunate.
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Fig. 14. Possible designs of projectiles. 1–3: for the Geometric Kebaran trapezes; 4–6: for the Natuﬁan lunates.

fractures on one or both ends which is diagnostic of transversal
hafting at the tip of the projectile. The direction of micro-fractures
observed on one of the Helwan lunates also indicates transversal
hafting. The two exceptional lunates exhibiting parallel fractures
suggest that alongside hafting as transversal points other hafting
modes were employed. The frequency of projectile damage in the
sample of lunates is considerably higher than among the trapezes/
rectangles, but still is relatively low, close to the minimal value indicated by the taphonomic analysis. The relatively low frequency of
projectile fractures in the sample of lunates may also provide indirect
evidence for variability of hafting modes (Fig. 14: 4–6) since in the
experiments transversal hafting resulted in high frequencies of
projectile damage. The frequency of projectile fractures among the
lunates from el-Wad Terrace is comparable to frequency observed on
lunates from the Late Natuﬁan site Eynan (Ein Mallaha) where
projectile fractures were observed on 12 of 60 investigated lunates
(Marder et al., 2007). The use as transversal tips alongside additional
hafting modes was also indicated by use-wear analysis on lunates
from other Natuﬁan sites (Anderson-Gerfaud, 1983; Richter, 2007).
The indicated shift from hafting trapeze/rectangles mostly as
lateral elements of the projectiles to transversal and/or oblique
hafting of lunates as projectile tips correlates with changes in
knapping techniques and blank selection for microlith production
characteristic for the two cultures. Projectiles composed of
numerous elements hafted along the shaft require standardized
width and thickness and ﬂat lateral proﬁle of the microlithic
inserts. Geometric Kebaran trapeze/rectangles are characterized by
their standardized width and thickness achieved through the
selection of appropriate thin blanks and extensive retouch.
Accordingly, the Geometric Kebaran knapping technique is highly
homogeneous and oriented towards uniform bladelet production,
which ﬁlls the need for a large series of standardized blanks (Yaroshevich, 2006). In contrast, hafting of a single microlith at the tip
of the projectile does not require the production of numerous
standardized components. This is in accordance with the ‘‘ﬂexible’’
ﬂint knapping technology and production of lunates on a variety of
blanks, characteristic of the Natuﬁan (Belfer-Cohen and GoringMorris, 2002; Delage, 2005). The shift in the morphology of the
dominant microlith from trapeze/rectangles to lunates may be
explained by the durability of lunates when hafted transversally
and obliquely when compared with other types of microliths hafted
in the same mode as indicated by the experiments.
Temporal changes in microlithic variability linked to transformations in projectile design have been indicated for the Upper
Paleolithic and Mesolithic in Europe. Extensive experimentally
based research of the Late Pleistocene–Early Holocene microlithic
assemblages in the Ukraine revealed a shift from the hafting of

elongated backed microliths predominantly as side inserts to
a variety of hafting modes for smaller geometric microliths, mostly
on the tip of the projectile, including hafting as transversal points
(Nuzhnyy, 1990, 1993, 1998). This shift in projectile design, generally similar to the dynamics revealed in the present study, was
explained in terms of technological developments towards more
efﬁcient production of projectile heads. Archery experiments and
analysis of a sample of microliths from an Early Mesolithic site in
Belgium have shown that the Pre-Boreal to Boreal increase in the
number of non-geometric microliths and reduced frequency and
morphological diversity of geometric microliths reﬂect a shift to
hafting microliths mostly as tips of the projectiles together with
a reduction in the use of barbs (Crombe et al., 2001). Another
example of projectile transformation associated with temporal
change in microlithic variability was indicated based on an analysis
of ﬂint assemblages from the Boreal and the Atlantic sites in the
Kamenice River Canyon of the Czech Republic. Here production of
microlithic backed bladelets and triangles, hafted as straight points
and probably as barbs, was replaced by blade-based production of
trapezes hafted as transversal points (Svoboda et al., 2007).
In the Levant the transformation in projectile design is associated with the transition to sedentary settlements – a change which
implies intensiﬁed use of resources within an area of several hours
walking distance from the base site. The introduction of lighter,
easily prepared and efﬁcient projectiles associated with the
evidence of a broadened diet can be explained by a need to efﬁciently exploit previously unused resources in a restricted area. The
introduction of transversal arrowheads may indicate a hunting
strategy based on tracking down animals as this kind of point forms
a wound large enough to create a blood trail (Clark, 1959). Another
consequence of reduced mobility which might directly affect
projectile weapon technology is a change in the attitude to the
ownership of territory in conditions of growing population density.
The recovery of the Helwan lunate from the vertebra of a human
skeleton provides evidence for inter-group conﬂicts during the
Natuﬁan (Bocquentin and Bar-Yosef, 2004).
Projectile weapons were in use in the Levant starting at least from
the early Upper Paleolithic (Bergman and Newcomer, 1983; Shea,
2006). While no direct evidence of preserved weapons from the Late
Pleistocene in the region were found (Valla, 1987), experiments with
both weapon types have shown that spear and arrowheads receive
similar types of fractures diagnostic of projectile impact (Fischer
et al., 1984; Odell and Cowan, 1986; Cattelain, 1997).
It has been indicated, however, that the use of ﬂint points as tips
of spears resulted in more prominent fractures in terms of their size
and frequency than their use as arrowheads (Fischer et al., 1984).
The size of the fractures on our experimental transversal points is
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similar to those observed on the lunates from el-Wad Terrace which
indicates that Natuﬁan hunters used bow. The use of the bow and
arrow also ﬁts the evidence for the broadening of the diet range
during the Natuﬁan as this type of weapon allows for extended
trips required in a restricted area and can be used in the hunting of
a wide variety of game (Yu, 2006).

Popilevsky from the Electron Microscopy Centre at the Faculty of
Materials Engineering, Technion for the SEM analysis. Special
thanks are given to Lior Weissbrod for his comments on an earlier
version of the article. We also thank John Shea, George Odell and an
anonymous reviewer for their constructive comments.

5. Conclusions
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Archery experiments with differently designed arrows ﬁtted
with various types of microliths representing Epipaleolithic
cultures of the Levant allowed us to analyze the performance
abilities of the arrows, to follow patterns in the occurrence of types
and frequencies of projectile fractures according to the mode of
microlith hafting and type of microlith, to deﬁne damage indicative
of particular hafting modes and to estimate the frequency of
projectile damage expected to be found in archaeological samples.
The data obtained through our experiments, in conjunction with
the analysis of microliths from archaeological assemblages, provide
an explanation for the temporal change in microlithic variability
during the Middle–Late Epipaleolithic in terms of transformations
in the design of projectile weapons. We suggest that the shift in the
type of the dominant microlith from trapeze/rectangle to lunate
was associated with a different approach to the design of projectiles, namely, a decrease in the use of microliths as lateral components of the projectiles and their predominant hafting as tips,
including transversal points.
The change in projectile design associated with the emergence
of the Natuﬁan culture probably reﬂects a demand for ﬂexible, light
and efﬁcient projectiles requiring low time and labor investment
for preparation and retooling. Through use of a variety of designs,
each of which has its own advantages in terms of performance, the
Natuﬁans could exploit the available resources in a more efﬁcient
way and thus sustain their large communities, as well as to protect
their territory. The use of such efﬁcient weapons by sedentary
populations may have played an important role in the Late Pleistocene–Early Holocene shifts in subsistence strategies.
Our study was based on experiments intended to represent
a wide range of projectile designs and types of microliths. As a result,
the samples of arrows with a particular design ﬁtted with a particular type of microlith were relatively small which precludes detailed
statistical analyses. Certain phenomena indicated in the present
study require further experimental investigation, for example the
durability of lunates hafted as transversal and oblique points and
barbs compared with trapeze/rectangles. Performance characteristics of small lunates deﬁning the Final Natuﬁan as well as of wide
trapeze/rectangles typical for the desert facies of the Geometric
Kebaran also have to be examined. A more comprehensive analysis
of fracture types resulting from projectile impact on microliths
hafted as lateral blades is also required.
The suggested shift in projectile design associated with the
emergence of the Natuﬁan has to be conﬁrmed through investigation of additional samples from Geometric Kebaran and Early
Natuﬁan sites. Investigation of microlithic assemblages representing the whole sequence of Epipaleolithic cultures, including the
different phases of the Natuﬁan will provide a more comprehensive
picture of dynamics in projectile weapon design during the period
when these tools proliferated in the Levant.
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